




Cooling is definitely the top consumer need for an air conditioner. When coming home from hot outdoor, 

we desire fast cooling down with powerful cooling.
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However, after reaching desired temperature, constant airflow blowing on the body becomes a pain 

point to some consumers , esp. females, elderlies and kids, which might cause sickness such as cold, 

headache, flu.
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Comfort Cooling

Low Noise Comfort 
Health

Comfort Humidity

Midea Ultimate Comfort Series,

The Most Comfortable Cooling Experience That You Can Ever Imagine.



Comfort  Cooling-- Intelligent Cool 

Thoughtful and intelligent 2 -step cooling that really understand your needs. 



Step 1 Cool Boost – Flash Cooling

Midea inverter air conditioners use high-frequency compressor start up technology to generate a 

strong flow of cool air in an extremely short time for your instant coolness. 



Step 1 Cool Boost – Wide-Angle Airflow

The optimized air outlet design enlarges the air flow angle , so that you can 

enjoy an evener comfortable cooling than before.



Step 1 Cool Boost – Long-Distance Windblast

The optimized air duct design synergizes with turbo fan

speed, deliver cooling air away, cooling down every

corner of your room.



Step 2 Silky Cool – Coanda Deflector

The Coanda Deflector blows the cooling airflow upward the ceiling floor, then evenly going 

down around the room, avoiding air flow directly blowing on the body with ‘Coanda Effect’ .  

Coanda Deflector



The Innovative Wind Sprayer with thousands of mini holes evacuates centralized airflow 

into  gentle airflows. Immersed in silky coolness, every breath relaxes your soul. 

Step 2 Silky Cool –Wind Sprayer

Wind Sprayer



The advanced compressor is designed to deliver comfortable, cooling air, even 

with outside temperatures as high as 60°C.

Cooling/Heating – High-Ambient Cooling

 Powerful Cooling Even with 60°C Outdoor Temperature



Midea refrigerant radiation technology cools electrical components 5 times more 

efficiently than conventional heat sinks.

Cooling/Heating – High-Ambient Cooling

 Refrigerant Radiation Technology



Cooling/Heating – Low-Ambient Heating

Midea’s low ambient heating inverter technology, provides heating at extreme low outdoor 

temperature, making you feel warm in cold winter.

 High- Frequency Compressor Operation Technology

 Heating Belt



Midea’s smart sensor technology not only detects your room’s temperature but

also its humidity level. You can use the app to customize the desired humidity

level from 30% to 90%.

Comfort – Humidity Control



Comfort – 1%~100% Stepless Fan Speed Control

Via remote control or smartphone app, you can adjust fan speed from 1% - 100%,

enjoying a more comfortable cooling experience by precise wind speed control.



Comfort – Low Noise

Operation lowest as 18db allows you to rest peacefully. The only sound is the cool 
air circulating the room. 



Comfort – Auto Photosensitive Display

The unit has a build-in light sensor to detect the ambient brightness. When the light is turned

off, the display will dim down gradually, saving energy and offering you a comfortable sleep.



Comfort – GA Stepless Comfort Technology

GA stepless frequency adjustment on compressor and motors maintains stable room temperature, 

ensuring your comfort and saving your energy bill at the same time.



Comfort-- Precise Temperature Control

0.5°C temperature setting and 0.1°C display give you 
precise cooling experience.





Innovated Air Magic technology, effectively eliminates bacteria, virus, microbes, 

and other harmful substances and refreshes the air.



Millions of positive and  negative ions generated from Air Magic track and eliminate 

virus and bacteria on daily use articles.



Dual filtration system thoroughly eliminates harmful substances,  providing

fresh and clean air to you.
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The eradication includes bacteria, fungi, viruses and other harmful substances and effectively 

prevent dust, pollen, dog hair and other allergens.



Cleaning heat exchanger to prevent the breeding of bacteria.

The self-cleaning function spins the indoor unit fan in reverse, removing condensed 

water and eliminating bacteria from within the unit.



The water molecules generated by Air Magic moisturize the skin by going 

deep into the pores. Air magic is not only your air quality manager, but 

also your personal beauty expert.



Air Magic releases a large number of positive and negative 

ions into the air, just like planting forest in your home,  you 

can always have fresh air around.



Energy Saving – Gear Change

Midea inverter air conditioners offer three operating power options: 50%, 75%, and 100%. 

You can choose a lower power level to conserve energy.



Energy Saving – iECO Mode

The air conditioner is equipped with the iECO energy-saving technology, which perfectly synergized with

highly efficient frequency conversion system. You can indulge in comfortable coolness while significantly

reducing energy consumption over 8 hours.



With Midea APP Bill Control function, You can check daily, weekly and monthly energy

consumption, moreover, you can even set the energy quota for one night (8 hours)

operation. Control your electric bill as you will.

Energy Saving – Bill Control



With the simplified chassis design , Midea Ultimate Comfort can reduce cleaning time by 50% compared with

conventional air conditioners.

Easy Cleaning



The new structure features a universal PCB, with one PCB to suit all sizes of the Ultimate

Comfort series. Easily removable PCB and electrical components reduce maintenance time

by 50%, saving you time and money.

Easy Maintenance



Elegant Design

S-cureved elegant design combines 

technology and life beauty.


